No matter if you are a professional or enthusiast we spread aviation news for everyone.

Manufactures

Airbus To Cut A380 Production
European planemaker Airbus plans to cut production of its A380 superjumbo from 2017
as it struggles to revive sales of the world’s largest passenger jet, two industry sources
said.

Read more

Solar-Powered Plane Completes
Journey Across Pacific Ocean
Solar Impulse 2, the Swiss solar-powered

Bombardier Cutting a Further
50 Jobs This Year: Around 630
Staff To Go

plane, landed in California on Saturday,

Bombardier is cutting a further 50 staff

completing a risky three-day flight across

this year, bringing the total job losses this

the Pacific Ocean as part of...

year to 630.

Read more

Read more

Airlines & Airports

Best and Worst Airlines in the
U.S.
The truth is that not all airlines are

Phase 1A of World’s Largest
Airport on Track For 2018
Opening

created equal. Some try harder, some cut

Plans are on schedule for the opening of

more corners and a few introduce raw

what will ultimately become the world’s

sewage to the flying experience.

largest airport, in Istanbul, Turkey.

Read more

Read more

Regulations & Safety

Germany Aviation Riddled With Safety Lapses, Says Confidential
Report
Germany is one of Europe’s worst enforcers of air safety rules, trailing only Greece in
failing to comply with basic requirements to protect passengers, according to a
confidential report by Europe’s top aviation watchdog.

Read more

Finland To Be First European
Country To Adopt New IOSA

FAA Approves Ethanol-Based
Biojet Fuel

The Finnish transport safety agency TRAFI

The FAA has approved a new bio-based

is to become the first body to start using

jet fuel for aviation use, produced from

the new IATA Operational Safety Audit

ethanol derived from renewable feed

(IOSA) after...

stocks.

Read more

Read more

Aviation Training

Aviation Future: Pilot Shortage
And New Deliveries

New Airbus Asia Training
Centre opens in Singapore

Today
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The new Airbus Asia Training Centre

emerging economies are expanding and

(AATC), a joint venture owned 55% by

becoming

a

Airbus and 45% by Singapore Airlines

question of time when the people from

(SIA), was officially opened in Singapore

those countries will be able to...

today.

we
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more
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stable.
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Urgent Repairs Ordered on Boeing 787 Dreamliner Engines
Airlines have been ordered to carry out an urgent fix on 176 Boeing 787 Dreamliners
because of an engine icing problem.

Read more

Simulators Industry

Boeing Selects Supplier For
777X Full-flight Simulator
Suites

A350 XWB Full-Flight Simulator
Installed in Miami

Boeing announced April 19 it has selected

part of the growing worldwide network of

, a Textron Inc. company as its supplier

Training

for the first 777X full-flight simulator

installed its first A350 XWB full-flight

suites for Boeing’s pro forma campuses.

simulator.

Read more

UAV/UAS

Airbus Training Center (ATC) in Miami –
by

Airbus*

facilities

Read more

–
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Drone Collision With Jet
Highlights Growing Aviation
Danger

Reported Drone Collision Might
Have Been a Plastic Bag – Now
They Tell Us

A collision between a British Airways

It would seem that airport authorities

passenger jet and a drone over London

should not count their drones before

has left the plane undamaged but the

they’re crashed, or something like that.

aviation industry deeply shaken.
Read more
Read more
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